Assembly Instructions

Universal Trampoline Frame Pad Builder Kits (Standard & Deluxe)

Standard Components
A.
B.
C.
D.

8 Foam Inserts
8 Vinyl Covers
16 Vinyl Connectors
16 Button Bungee T-Anchors

To Install Standard Foam Kit:
Step 1 - Lay Out Each Section
Lay out the standard pad foam and cover as pictured
with the Velcro opening on the underside of the pad
cover facing up. The circular cutout in foam will be
positioned under the grommet holes in the vinyl cover.
The shorter layer of foam will be facing up so that the
longer layer of foam will be closer to the top of the
pad once assembled.

Step 2 -Insert Each Section
Insert the foam into the cover and adjust so the foam
is flat and cutouts in foam are lined up with grommet
holes in the cover.
Proceed to Button Bungee Instructions

Deluxe Components
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

8 Long Foam Inserts
16 Short Foam Inserts
8 Vinyl Covers
16 Vinyl Connectors
16 Button Bungee T-Anchor

To Install Deluxe Foam Kit:
Step 1 - Lay Out Each Section
Lay out the Deluxe pad foam and cover as pictured
with the Velcro opening on the underside of the pad
cover facing up. The circular cutout in foam will be
positioned under the grommet holes in the vinyl
cover.

Step 2 -Insert Short Foam
Insert the 2 shorter foam pieces
into either end of the cover section
so the cutout is around the
grommet hole.

Step 3 - Insert Long Foam
Insert center section of foam and adjust so all pieces
lie flat and cutouts in foam are lined up with grommet
holes in cover
Proceed to Button Bungee Instructions

To Install Button Bungees (for both standard and
deluxe):
Step 1 - Close Velcro Sections
Close Velcro to enclose foam and assemble button bungee
as shown threading one “button” onto ends of bungee

Step 2 - Attach T-Anchor Bungees
Put the end of bungees through the grommet hole to the other
side of the pad.

Step 3 - Install “Buttons”
Flip pad section over and install “button” to the loose ends of
the bungee on the other side.

Step 4 - Secure Loose “Button”
Tie bungees over button.
Proceed to Pad installation on Trampoline.

Pad Installation:
Step 1 - Secure To Trampoline
Place assembled pad sections on the trampoline and orient them so that the openings in flaps on the
outside edge of the pad skirt, or the end of the pad sections, line up as closely as possible with the
trampoline safety enclosure poles. This might not be possible at every pole due to different trampoline
configurations. Connect the sections using the Vinyl Connectors (C) below and above each connection
point. Secure each pad section to trampoline by wrapping the T-Anchors underneath the pads around the
frame of the trampoline.

